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The Internet/World Wide Web has been with us for just over 20 years and it is commonplace to say that it has revolutionised the ways in which we communicate with each other.

Nearly 20 years ago a group of chemistry academics in the UK were thinking about ways to use these new media to communicate the wonder of chemistry to a wider audience. The original idea came from Henry Rzepa of Imperial College London, who brought together Karl Harrison of the University of Oxford and Paul May of the University of Bristol to try to produce regular, monthly articles showcasing important chemical substances, and hosting them on their department’s website. The website linking these articles together became known as the Molecule of the Month (MOTM) website [1], with the first molecule (mauveine) appearing in January 1996 (which is so early that it’s actually before many University Chemistry departments even had their own departmental website!).

The MOTM page for May 2014 was about sucrose.

The original idea was that the 3 founders would each only write the occasional MOTM article; most of the content (it was hoped) would be written for us by willing volunteers from around the world. This was broadly true for the first 5 years or so, with contributions coming from a whole range of authors drawn from across the globe. Most have been from the University sector, but some have been written by chemists in industry, and some by schoolteachers and students, the youngest being 15 year old Layth Hendow, of Hull Collegiate School, Yorkshire, who wrote about Teflon [2]. Some of the earliest MOTM articles were short and rather basic. But the more recent ones have been quite detailed...
essays, with scientific diagrams, videos, synthetic reactions schemes, more reminiscent of mini-review papers than web pages.

Other ‘molecule’ sites followed in their wake, such as one based at Virginia Commonwealth University in the USA, or at Prous in Spain, but gradually many of these have fallen by the wayside. Others have grown up in the blogging sector. One of the issues that began to emerge around 2000 was that of legal liability for the content of the sites. At Oxford and Bristol, we were getting undergraduate students to write small MOTM pages as web projects (originally sponsored with prizes by the RSC as part of their Exemplarchem project), the best of which were then becoming that month’s official MOTM. An example of this is the MOTM page about capsaicin, written by the then Bristol undergraduate Matt Bellringer [3]. The issue was that the university was effectively publishing scientific documents that had been written by students, and potentially full of errors. Even back then, the university lawyers began to worry whether the university might be laying itself open to litigation if someone read a factually incorrect MOTM written by a student, and then acted on this false information, e.g. if they tried to follow a synthesis recipe which led to an accident, or ingested a chemical they’d read was non-toxic, only to find the author hadn’t checked their facts properly! In light of these worries, Karl Harrison decided to take all the Oxford MOTM pages off the Oxford University server, and place them onto an independent server operated by the company 3dchem.com [4], and ensuring that all content was verified by him. The main MOTM site, however, carried on regardless, except that all content became much more carefully vetted. In fact, the only MOTM page that was ever withdrawn was one about sarin nerve gas (March 1999) because it contained rather too much detail about the precursors and the synthesis procedure than was deemed expedient – even though those details were freely available in the scientific literature (and still are available on Wikipedia and the wider internet).

As time passed, some of the innovations that accompanied the early web – like Chime or VRML (which allowed 3D structures to be displayed inside webpages) – have faded into history, but HTML versions have been the backbone of the Bristol site. Even though some users might not have Chime or Java installed to help them visualise some of the graphics, there has always been a HTML version “open to all”.


The MOTM page for February 2006 was about hemoglobin.

The emergence of Wikipedia has seen that develop as a free repository of factual information about chemicals, and there are also readily available databases of spectroscopic data (such as the Spectral Database for Organic Compounds, SDBS [5]). Not long after Wikipedia became established, we saw a large drop in MOTM hits, and a reluctance for authors to write new MOTM pages. After all, why would anyone bother reading a MOTM page when all the facts you could ever possibly want about every molecule are on Wikipedia?

Original MOTMs often featured research advances of interest to the authors, and the style could be rather academic. What was needed was a change of style, to differentiate a MOTM article from a Wikipedia entry. This was brought about by Simon Cotton’s first MOTM about tetraethyl lead in Jan 2001 [6]. The innovation was to write the article in a question-and-answer style, which chunked the information up into a series of short paragraphs, in the form of a curious student asking questions of a knowledgeable, patient, but long-suffering teacher. Simon’s background as a “long-suffering” schoolteacher was ideal for this, and this style let a breath of fresh air into the tired MOTM format. Nearly all the MOTMs nowadays use this style, and the MOTM articles have continued to be posted monthly, not a bad achievement after 20 years! We try to aim at a level that is readily understood by a motivated 18-year old, and experience (and feedback) tells us that many adults from a non-scientific, even arts background find interesting content that they had not expected to encounter. So many molecules are fantastic in terms of what they do. The MOTM site compasses a vast range of them, found everywhere from foodstuffs to medicines; explosives to toxins. It exists to convey a little of our contributors’ wonderment to a wide readership. We don’t just concentrate on the facts, but try to weave an interesting story about the history of that month’s molecule, its role in modern society (including references...
to rock/pop music, Hollywood films/filmstars, TV programmes, historical figures, etc.) and its good and bad points. For controversial molecules (DDT, thiomersal, bisphenol A, etc.) we try to remain neutral, tell both sides of the story, and let the reader make up their own mind. After all, molecules are morally neutral until humans start to interact with them or use them.

Even within the first 5 years of the website, we’d started to notice that articles contributed by external authors and hosted on their websites were not as permanent as we’d hoped. MOTMs would disappear, either because in the years since the article had been written the host server had been replaced, or the author had moved jobs, or in two cases because the authors had died and their webpages (and our precious MOTM article) deleted! Luckily we’d made local backups of these pages, so simply switched the link. But it made us worry about the permanency of the MOTM project. After 20 years, we have nearly 240 MOTM articles, which include a wealth of data and information that would be a shame to lose, if say, Bristol University decided it no longer wished to host the site in future.

Partly to get around this legacy issue, we decided to publish our favourite 60 or so MOTMs in a more long-lasting format – a paper book! Selected articles were rewritten (in the Q&A style) to make them more accessible to a general audience, with less detailed chemistry (synthetic recipes, etc.) and more interesting anecdotes, ‘fun facts’, cartoons, and pictures, and these were collated and published in a book called ‘Molecules that Amaze Us’ [7].

We were originally concerned that people would not buy a book if a large part of its content was already freely available online, but we needn’t have worried. It seems that the book has actually inspired readers to come back to the website, with hits increasing from 2,500 to nearly 10,000 per month in the year since the book was published. (Okay, it’s not at the same level as a Youtube video of a piano-playing cat, but for a factual scientific site, that’s not bad). So, it’s turned full circle – the website inspired the book, which inspired people to view the web site. So far in 20 years the MOTM pages have had over 4 million hits, which is nearly 20,000 readers per MOTM article (which is far more than any of our Journal scientific papers could ever achieve).

So where will the MOTM project go in the next 10 years? There are still plenty of interesting molecules to write about, and judging from the number of hits, the readership still seem keen to read about them. The original goal of having the MOTM content written by numerous external contributors didn’t really pan out. Nowadays, only about 2-3 MOTMs per year are written by volunteers, with the remainder being written alternately by the authors of this article. We’d be keen on getting feedback from readers as to how to
improve the site, or how to get more general engagement, particularly from authors (or volunteers to write a MOTM or two!). Are there any new display technologies we should adopt (noting that most of the previous ones didn’t last long)? Or should we forego the transient webpage format entirely, and stick to the tried-and-tested permanency of a book?
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